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DOJ Utilizes Panzura to Simplify Data 
Protection, Eliminate Storage Silos, and 
Shift to OpEx
As organizations develop organically, their IT infrastructure often grows 
in response more to unique local demands than to a global planning 
strategy. Over time, that can lead to inefficiencies across multiple sites, 
to the point where making a strategic change becomes unavoidable.  
The Executive Office of the U.S. Attorneys (EOUSA), part of the U.S. 
Department of Justice (DOJ), faced just such an inflection point, and 
chose Panzura to get past it.

Customer Challenge
EOUSA has approximately 265 offices across all U.S. states and territories 
that service local U.S. Attorneys and store records from the offices’ legal 
cases. Each office managed its own IT infrastructure, including storage 
and data protection, independently. This led to a struggle in managing 
capacity across all sites as silos of storage, trying simultaneously to 
minimize CapEx and provide the storage capacity needed by local users.  
It also created independent data protection overhead at each site, with 
backup to disk performed and managed in each of the offices.

Data primarily is case data in the form of TIFF files. About 80% - 90% 
of this data has not been accessed within the last six months and                  
15% - 18% of it was duplicate data, so EOUSA recognized there was a 
great opportunity for optimization. In addition, 40-60 offices were using 
older DAS storage, which they wanted to decommission. On average, 
sites managed 3TB to 17TB of data locally.

Finally, as one might imagine when considering the DOJ, data security 
was paramount, and complying with key securing requirements, like 
FIPS-140-2 and USGCB, was a cornerstone requirement. Any storage 
alternative for case data had to ensure that these strict data security 

standards were maintained.

Chosen Solution
EOUSA saw the cloud as a great opportunity to shift from CapEx to OpEx, 
eliminate widespread storage silos, simplify data protection, and improve 
scalability and data accessibility.  At the same time, they were concerned 
about data security, performance, and implementation of a distributed 
cloud solution. They wanted to leverage the centralized 200TB EMC 
Atmos cloud while preserving local functionality and responsiveness 
for users in each office. After evaluating a number of alternatives, they 
selected Panzura as the platform on which they would standardize across 
their offices.
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“The use of Panzura by EOUSA exemplifies the push to 
move mission-critical applications and data to the cloud 
to avoid spiraling CapEx, manual IT intervention, and data 
retrieval delays, while providing encryption features to 
support a public cloud option with all necessary security 
compliance.”



With Panzura seamlessly deployed in each office, case data could be transferred off of local storage and into the cloud, providing an unlimited storage 
tier with the same features and performance of local NAS. Panzura / Atmos appears as just another network drive but with hundreds of TB of Atmos 
capacity available. Any case data required to fill legal discovery requests can be accessed from anywhere rather than making a manual request to a 
specific office.  

All data is secured with military-grade AES-256-CBC encryption before transmission to the cloud. In addition, there is a process for replacing local, 
independent disk-to-disk backup with an infinitely scalable, online cloud storage solution. Global deduplication across sites dramatically reduces 
capacity needed for data storage and protection across all sites.

EOUSA also will curtail the endless growth cycle of CapEx, replacing it with a pay-as-you-go model of the cloud and leveraging the global 
deduplication and compression provided by Panzura to further reduce storage requirements. Finally, charge-back capability allocates costs by office 
based on usage, simplifying cost accounting.

Results
By consolidating the bulk of local storage with Panzura to a centralized Atmos cloud, EOUSA expects to slash CapEx spending by millions of dollars 
and rely more on an OpEx model for storage, scaling capacity instantly with local demand. Data security is preserved and compliance requirements 
are met. 

Data access and management also improved. Responsiveness to legal discovery requests improved from days to minutes and local users and 
administrators no longer struggle with capacity warnings from local storage. User productivity improved because all case file data is available online 
from anywhere, rapidly and securely. Finally, IT productivity also improved dramatically since storage and data management now is centralized, with 
inherent data protection replacing the need for cumbersome traditional backup and archive practices on Tier 2 storage.
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